November 4, 2015
Agriculture Market Highlights:
October proved to be an especially difficult month.
Since early spring, the market has been singularly
focused on corn and soybean production prospects.
That means most attention was spent on crop conditions and weather forecast, among a few other
items. As we’ve moved into fall, the market is
forced to transition to other areas of interest in
terms of price drivers, and these might include export commitments, cash basis levels, and foreign
planting prospects. The transition has not been
smooth, and over the past month we’ve seen markets basically chop back and forth in a wide range. It
has not been an easy market to navigate over the
past month, and unfortunately, I’m not sure I see
this choppy price action changing in the near future.
Let’s look back at last month’s commentary and review what has changed. In last month’s commentary, I made two points regarding soybeans. I pointed out that the market was understating soybean
production potential and overestimating demand. It
appears at this point in time that neither situation is
true. Consensus on soybean yields seems to be between 47.5-48.0, which I feel is a pretty reasonable
expectation based on my own crop observations.
On demand, export shipments so far this marketing
year have been off to a record pace. It is hard to argue, at this point in time at least, that we’re still
overestimating demand. In all likelihood, it now appears we could be understating demand, though admittedly it is hard to tell. Chinese buying protocol
has seemingly shifted from buying deferred cargoes
to spot purchases, and this is making it difficult to
forecast final soybean demand.

We’re only two months into the 15/16 marketing year, but for
now US soybean exports are off to a record pace.

Note the cash market for soybeans is not presently inverted,
which reduces the need for buyers (mostly Chinese) to book
deferred cargoes. US exporters are seeing more spot business, making projections of total demand difficult to quantify.

With all of the above in mind, I have backed off my
negative thoughts towards the soybean market and
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have turned more neutral. In fact, for the short term I
actually feel soybean prices could have some upside.
The overall balance sheet remains ample and South
American production appears likely to set new records,
but in the short term we have a cash pipeline that
needs to be filled and farmers that are not aggressively
marketing their crop at these price levels. Soybean
price upside will be likely capped at levels that encourage farmer sales, but I feel comfortable that we’re not
near those levels right now. Over time, I expect soybeans to settle into a range as we oscillate back and
forth from price levels where physical are not moving
back to levels where the farmer is willing to make sales.
Several items have changed since my corn commentary
last month as well. Again, at that time I thought the
market was underestimating corn production potential,
but we’re now looking at a near 168 bpa consensus,
and I feel comfortable with that level (though admit it
could still turn out slightly larger). The biggest change
relative to my commentary last month is a complete
lack of export demand. I noted last month that it was
possible that the market was understating export prospects, but at this time it instead looks like I’ve been
overstating them.

Despite strong production, the nearby cash soybean market remains tight. Note that Q1 stocks/use is larger than
the past few years, but still relatively small when looking
back more than just a few years. Also note that we’re
basically requiring the farmer to market 30-35% of his
crop immediately to satisfy cash demands. That level of
sales has likely been met, but getting any additional movement will likely require higher prices.

The culprit to this poor US corn demand is last year’s
record Brazilian production level. Brazil’s fall export
pace has been exceptionally large and has dramatically
undercut US export prospects. I still believe it is probable the pace of US shipments will pick up significantly in
the second half of the year, but every week of poor export sales data adds doubt to my mind.
That being said, I still hold the viewpoint that any significant downside in corn prices would be a buying opportunity. Global corn demand remains very strong,
and a production shortfall in Ukraine will likely add to
some US corn demand, though this may come very late

Brazilian exports have been phenomenal this fall, which is
creating a demand vacuum for US corn right now.
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in the year. South American production prospects are
also lower this year as farmers are opting to plant more
soybean area this year. Current new crop price levels
are not providing a strong incentive for the US farmer to
plant more corn next year, which could lead to further
tightening in the US stocks/use ratio. And US farmers
aren’t just holding on to their soybeans. Corn prices are
not at levels that encourage physical movement and flat
price will eventually need to work to a level to move
these supplies.
In other words, I believe that corn has to “fight” for additional acreage for the US 2016 crop via higher prices.
One might argue this could be accomplished through
lower soybean prices, but as noted above I believe there
is limited downside to US soybean values until at least
the South American harvest is in full swing. I fully concede, however, that this bull case for corn prices is a
very long term viewpoint and the negative export demand situation nearby will hang like a weight on prices.
It is likely going to be a choppy stretch ahead for corn
prices.

Decatur is just one example in the Corn Belt where basis levels are stubbornly high immediately following harvest. Typically basis weakens as harvest progresses, but as you can
see above the opposite has taken place so far this year. This
illustrates that physical movement of grain is coming very
slowly and higher prices will likely be needed to move significant amounts.

To summarize, I still feel like corn prices have long term
upside and I feel soybean prices have near term upside.
However, in the current environment prices are likely to
be especially choppy and a clear trend is not likely to
present itself any time soon. These are not enjoyable
markets from my perspective, but right now it’s all
we’ve got.
Regards,
David Zelinski
Opus Futures, LLC
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